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SERVICE 
WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP YOU
Our guarantees
Our floors have been developed for a long pro-

duct life. And because only tested quality leaves 

our factory, we have extensive guarantees for all 

our floorings!

Technical support
Do you have technical questions about our pro-

ducts or about their installation? Our competent 

technical team is happy to help you.

Simply contact our installation hotline on  

+49 (0) 52 37 609 - 530.

Delivery service
Your satisfaction is our aim. Therefore all products 

are available from stock and can thus be deli-

vered to you as soon as possible. Trust us!

Visit us on the Internet
At www.wineo.de you can find all the informati-

on about us and our brands. From the product 

portfolio to new products and technical charac-

teristics, our Internet platform provides you with 

everything you are looking for.

Service

OUR WEB HIGHLIGHTS

Showroom with references
Discover the wineo® floors in use at: 

www.wineo.de/showroom/referenzen

Floor studio with planner  
In the wineo® floor studio you can install your 

favourite floor covering virtually in different 

room situations. Use our examples for this or 

upload your own photo – even the wall colour 

and accessories can be individually chosen. 

www.wineo.de/showroom/bodenstudio

Dealer search
Simply enter your postcode and travel range 

and immediately you will see an overview of 

the wineo® dealers in your vicinity! 

www.wineo.de/service
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Scandic White
wineo® 600 | DB00026 
wineo® 600 | DLC00026

The wineo® philosophy 3

Our room  
    for heroes

wineo®
Home is where you like to feel good all round. Not 

only does this include the ideal four walls and nice 

furnishings: the genuine at-home feeling also includes 

the floor covering that fits your lifestyle and provides 

the perfect base for everyday life. Reliable and safe.

We call that “Stage of life” – and that is exactly what 

wineo® stands for: the right floor for the individual 

at-home feeling, lively, creative and, at the same 

time, highly functional. wineo® is your personal part-

ner for high-quality flooring that knows about life and 

its demands, and is so nice that you are happy for it 

to move in. 

Let yourself be inspired ...

When we want to discover what 

is really inside us, sometimes 

we have to summon all our  

courage. And dare to leap into 

the unknown. It's a good thing 

we already took care of a soft 

landing.
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WINEO® DESIGN 
FLOORING 
SIMPLY THE  
PERFECT CHOICE

Simply the perfect choice whether for widely used 

public areas or rooms in the home: the elastic design 

floors from wineo® are very versatile and at the same 

time wonderfully uncomplicated. In addition, not only 

are they impressive in terms of functionality, they are 

also genuine eye-catchers. The different wood and 

stone textures, from exotic to sophisticated or modern, 

look authentic and ensure the perfect ambience.  

Exactly the way your customers like it.

TO GLUE OR TO CLICK IN
Where required, the planks that make up our design 

floors can easily be glued. Installation is even simpler 

with our patented Connect technologyor the LocTec® 

locking system.

More information on Page 14

FOR HOME AND COMMERCIAL USE
The collections are available in different utilization clas-

ses from 23 to 42. For every purpose, wineo® offers a 

matching decor.

Take note of the technical information on the collection pages. 

You can read more about the benefits in the home on Page 5 

and about contract use on Page 11.

QUIET, WARM AND GENTLE ON THE JOINTS
Due to their elastic surface, the floors are kind on the 

joints, insulate footfall noise and at the same time feel 

wonderfully warm to the feet.

EXTREMELY DURABLE
The design floors are simply good for every activity: 

they like to be walked on by lots of feet and also make 

a great partner for playing on. Heavy duty use is no 

problem thanks to the textured surface.

QUICKLY AND NEATLY INSTALLED
Our design floors are quick to install, whilst handling 

them is simple and neat – it does not get any easier. 

Thanks to their minimal construction height of 2 to 

9 mm, the floors, both in the click-in and glued version, 

are the ideal solution for renovation work, even over 

night, because in the click-in version the floors can 

immediately be subject to full loading after installation!

More information on Pages 12–13

6 Design flooring

Vintage Cream 
kingsize | DEI1716AM (ambra) 
kingsize | DEI1716SE (select) 
kingsize | CEI1716LA (laguna) 
kingsize | CEI1716BA (bacana)
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Chateau Brown 
wineo® 600 | DB00002 
wineo® 600 | DLC00002

Living room

Are your customers looking for a floor covering that 

looks fabulous, but can also withstand the little ones 

playing Cowboys and Indians, wet paws or an acciden-

tal shower? A wineo® design floor can do all that and 

much more besides. Discover the variety of floors for 

living rooms, kitchens and bathrooms, so that you can 

recommend them to others. Because whatever your 

customers are looking for, a wineo® design floor pro-

vides the right flooring solution for every demand.

 ■  Easy care: particularly easy to clean and look after, 

due to resistant surface textures and factory-applied 

treatment

 ■  Large choice of decors: different surfaces and 

designs from trendy to classic, for every taste

 ■  Quick installation: easy and neat installation, which 

results in hardly any debris (particularly applies to 

our floors for clicking together)

Application area living room

Aumera Oak Native 
wineo® 600 | DB00028 
wineo® 600 | DLC00028



Contract

Where a lot of people come together, e.g. at the work-

place, in the catering and hotel sector or in shopfitting, 

the floors must be particularly resistant, yet attractive. 

wineo® design floor coverings are the ideal choice for 

your customers and large buildings. It is little wonder 

that they are in fact extremely robust and durable and, 

thanks to their diverse wear classes, fulfil their purpose 

wherever they are installed. 

 ■  Durable: due to the classification in the utilization 

classes 32 to 42 and the matching wear layers from 

0.4 mm to 0.55 mm, withstands heavy-duty use

 ■  Highly functional: very long-lasting, easy to clean 

and look after, quick to install – in the Connect versi-

on, which is perfectly suited for renovation work

 ■  Attractive designs: trendy decors and authentic 

looking surfaces for a variety of designs at every 

place of application

Application area contract 11

Scandic Grey 
wineo® 600 | DB00025 
wineo® 600 | DLC00025

Aumera Oak Grey 
wineo® 600 | DB00029
wineo® 600 | DLC00029



Product composition12 13

Product composition Multi-Layer to click in

1     Surface sealing: protects the product and  

enables easy cleaning and care

2    Wear layer: guarantees very high durability and 

is the basis for the classification in the correspon-

ding application areas

3   Decor film: gives the product a unique design

4   Core board: HDF-Aqua-Protect®

5   LocTec®: the Unilin® connection system, tried and 

tested a million times

6   Sound-Protect Eco: the optimal acoustic  

system pre-installed by wineo®

Product composition design flooring to glue

1   Surface sealing: protects the product and  

enables easy cleaning and care

2   Wear layer: guarantees very high durability and 

is the basis for the classification in the correspon-

ding application areas

3   Decor film: gives the product a unique design

4   Base layer: provides elasticity and stability 

5   Backing: helps with balance and optimal  

installation due to waffle backing texture

Product composition design flooring to click in

1     Surface sealing: protects the product and  

enables easy cleaning and care

2    Wear layer: guarantees very high durability and 

is the basis for the classification in the correspon-

ding application areas

3   Decor film: gives the product a unique design

4   Base layer with glass fibre reinforcement: 

gives the product high dimensional stability, inner 

strength and optimal indentation behaviour

5   Backing: compensates for tension on the back 

of the construction

6    silentCOMFORT® underlay mat: bridges uneven 

patches and optimises the impact and footfall  

noise values
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PRODUCT COMPOSITION

Different spaces require different solutions, especially when it involves the perfect floor covering. wineo® design 

floors are distinguished by their innovative composition and the flexible ways they can be used.  

Choose from three versions:

Design flooring to glue  

100 % elastic – 2 mm to 2.5 mm product thickness

Design flooring to click in with Connect technology  

100 % elastic – 5 mm product thickness

Multi-Layer to click in with LocTec® technology 

Design flooring surface on HDF-Aqua-Protect® core board – 9 mm product thickness



OUR DESIGN FLOORING TO GLUE 
You can use the design floors to glue wherever attracti-

ve design, high functionality and the best durability are 

called for. All collections can be installed simply and 

neatly. Thanks to the low installation height of 2.5 mm 

max., the floor is ideally suited for renovation work.

INSTALLATION TYPES 
GLUING OR CLICK IN

Where a sturdy floor with a low construction height for gluing is called for, our design flooring is happy to oblige: 

there is a choice of four collections with 96 attractive wood and stone decors. When it comes to the quick click in 

installation you can decide between two systems: the Connect and the LocTec® technology. They include 5 collec-

tions with wood, stone and fantasy decors.

OUR DESIGN FLOORING TO CLICK IN
Even our collections featuring the Connect locking 

system are quick and easy to install. They only need a 

craft knife and a white rubber mallet. Due to the low 

construction height of just 5 mm, the click-in connec-

tion is perfectly suitable for renovations.

The collections, which are applied to HDF core boards, 

are equipped with the LocTec® locking system. You can 

handle these similar to a laminate floor made of wood.

The construction height here is 9 mm. All you need to 

install it is a saw. The perfect solution for larger uneven 

areas in the substrate.

SURFACES 
TEXTURES

wineo® design flooring comes in a range of surfaces which are individually tailored to the effects themselves. 

The embossed stone and wood structures appear highly realistic. 

Information about each surface can be found below the illustrations on the collection pages.

fine wood structure rough wood structure exclusive wood structure

sand structure stone structure

registered embossed surface high-gloss surfaceslate structure

Travertine

rough sawn surface

Handscraped I

14 15SurfacesInstallation types

Detailed instructions on how to correctly install 

them can be found on our website:

 www.wineo.de



Information représentative 
des émissions dans l’air in-
térieur des substances vola-
tiles présentant un risque de 
toxicité par inhalation, sur 
une échelle de classe allant 
de C (fortes émissions) à 
A+ (très faibles émissions)

coa ted
factorymade

QUALITY
All products bearing the wineo® name must meet the 

highest standards. We can only manage this with an 

outstanding team, e.g. the carefully selected, respon-

sible raw material suppliers, a reliable delivery service 

in all respects and our professional service team. The 

sales team in both the office and the field is occupied 

by highly competent employees, who do their job with 

plenty of commitment and passion. We are also proud 

of our strong research and development department, 

which repeatedly comes up with high quality new 

developments.

Controlled quality
In order to guarantee the high calibre of our products, 

we set ourselves the highest quality standards. From 

the first step of the manufacturing process onwards, 

we carry out continuous quality checks. Both our own 

processes and those of other companies who work 

with us, are permanently checked and, in addition, 

continually developed. For the safety of the retail and 

trade sectors, we also naturally ensure that all the 

products meet the building regulations.

Numerous technical certifications constitute the 

visible evidence of our quality standards. So that 

you can rely on them.

All design floors to glue are defined by wineo® in terms 

of design, form and colour and produced under high 

quality standards. We are particularly proud of our 

German production site, where we manufacture our 

innovative and high quality products to click in.

AWARD WINNING

The wineo® design floorings are distin- 

guished by a high level of quality, which 

relates to both their material properties 

and to the service surrounding our cus-

tomers. The general DIBt building regu-

lations approval is an independent, an-

nual quality check. All wineo® products 

come with this quality seal and in add-

ition go through an internal quality check 

at the Augustdorf production site. This is 

how we ensure consistent quality that 

is proven by the following certificates:

Quality promise and awards16

Western Oak 
kingsize | DEI5002AM (ambra) 
kingsize | DEI5002SE (select) 
kingsize | CEI5002LA (laguna) 
kingsize | CEI5002BA (bacana)
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ambra wood

Arizona Oak Grey 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI25114AMW 
to click in: CEI25114AMW* | MLEI25114AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060365

Long Island 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DPI101113AMW 
to click in: CPI101113AMW* | MLPI101113AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060362

Highlands Light 
1 strip | fine wood structure 

to glue: DEI75213AMW 
to click in: CEI75213AMW* | MLEI75213AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060383

Golden Canadian Oak  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI54612AMW 
to click in: CEI54612AMW* | MLEI54612AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060371

Wild Apple 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DAP61413AMW 
to click in: CAP61413AMW* | MLAP61413AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060374

Lohas Light  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DPI73212AMW 
to click in: CPI73212AMW* |  MLPI73212AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060380 

Boston Pine Cream 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DPI71717AMW 
to click in: CPI71717AMW* | MLPI71717AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060379

Grey Canadian Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI54615AMW 
to click in: CEI54615AMW* | MLEI54615AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060372

Natural Apple 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DAP61416AMW 
to click in: CAP61416AMW* | MLAP61416AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060302 

Lohas Greige 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DPI73217AMW 
to click in: CPI73217AMW* | MLPI73217AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060381

Arizona Oak Lightgrey 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI25418AMW 
to click in: CEI25418AMW* | MLEI25418AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060366

Boston Pine Grey 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DPI71713AMW 
to click in: CPI71713AMW* | MLPI71713AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060377 

18 19ambra

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Plank format: 1200 × 180 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Planks / box: 18 / 3.89 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1200 × 212 mm

Product thickness: 9 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Planks / box: 8 / 2.04 m²

ambra in kingsize format:
Please also note our 
12 decors in XL plank format 
(1505 × 235 mm).

Decor overview on Page 34

matching skirting board 18/58 5  
Technical characteristics | Click*

Plank format: 1212 × 185 mm

Product thickness: 4,5 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Planks / box: 10 / 2,24 m

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

* Available from October 2015

15
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
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Highlands Dark 
1 strip | fine wood structure 

to glue: DEI75212AMW 
to click in: CEI75212AMW* | MLEI75212AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060382

Indian Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI55413AMW 
to click in: CEI55413AMW* | MLEI55413AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060339

Boston Pine Brown 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DPI71716AMW 
to click in: CPI71716AMW* | MLPI71716AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060378

Bretagne Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI63614AMW 
to click in: CEI63614AMW* | MLEI63614AMW-N

Skirting board 5: 30060376

ambra wood

20

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Plank format: 1200 × 180 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Planks / box: 18 / 3.89 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1200 × 212 mm

Product thickness: 9 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Planks / box: 8 / 2.04 m²

ambra

Indian Oak 
ambra | DEI55413AMW 
ambra | CEI55413AMW* 
ambra (Multi-Layer) | MLEI55413AMW-N

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

Technical characteristics | Click*

Plank format: 1212 × 185 mm

Product thickness: 4,5 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Planks / box: 10 / 2,24 m

 
(Multi-Layer)

* Available from October 2015

15
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

 
(Multi-Layer)

Sienna  
Travertine

to glue: DS21106AMS 
to click in: CS21106AMS* | MLS21106AMS-N

Skirting board 5: 30060363

Monza  
Travertine

to glue: DM35811AMS 
to click in: CM35811AMS* | MLM35811AMS-N

Skirting board 5: 30060369

Berlin Night 
sand structure

to glue: DBN28412AMS 
to click in: CBN28412AMS* | MLBN28412AMS-N

Skirting board 5: 30060368

Harlem 
sand structure

to glue: DH50515AMS 
to click in: CH50515AMS* | MLH50515AMS-N

Skirting board 5: 30060370 

Berlin Day 
sand structure

to glue: DBD284112AMS 
to click in: CBD284112AMS* | MLBD284112AMS-N

Skirting board 5: 30060367

Dakar 
slate structure

to glue: DD21833AMS 
to click in: CD21833AMS* | MLD21833AMS-N

Skirting board 5: 30060364

ambra stone

22

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Tile format: 609.6 × 304.8 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Tiles / box: 18 / 3.34 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Tile format: 591 × 287 mm

Product thickness: 9 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Tiles / box: 9 / 1.53 m²

ambra

* Available from October 2015

Technical characteristics | Click*

Tile format: 600 × 314 mm

Product thickness: 4,5 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm

Tiles / box: 12 / 2,26 m²

 
(Multi-Layer)

Berlin Day 
ambra | DBD284112AMS 
ambra | CBD284112AMS* 
ambra (Multi-Layer) | MLBD284112AMS-N

15
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



Chateau White 
1 strip | rough sawn surface

to glue: DB00001 
to click in: DLC00001

Skirting board 5: 30060384 

Aurelia Provence 
1 strip | registered embossed surface 

to glue: DB00004 
to click in: DLC00004

Skirting board 5: 30060387 

Toscany Pine 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DB00007 
to click in: DLC00007

Skirting board 5: 30060390 

Chateau Brown  
1 strip | rough sawn surface

to glue: DB00002 
to click in: DLC00002

Skirting board 5: 30060385 

Toscany Pine Grey 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DB00008 
to click in: DLC00008

Skirting board 5: 30060391 

Chateau Grey 
1 strip | rough sawn surface

to glue: DB00003 
to click in: DLC00003

Skirting board 5: 30060386 

Aurelia Grey 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00005 
to click in: DLC00005

Skirting board 5: 30060388 

Aurelia Cream 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00006 
to click in: DLC00006

Skirting board 5: 30060389 

wineo® 600 wood

Technical characteristics | Gluing*

Plank format: 1200 × 180 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Planks / box: 18 / 3.89 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1212 × 187 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Planks / box: 8 / 1.81 m²

24 25wineo® 600

matching skirting board 18/58 5  

20
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



Venero Oak Beige 
1 strip | rough sawn surface

to glue: DB00013 
to click in: DLC00013

Skirting board 5: 30060394 

Venero Oak Brown 
1 strip | rough sawn surface

to glue: DB00014 
to click in: DLC00014

Skirting board 5: 30060395 

Technical characteristics | Gluing*

Plank format: 1200 × 180 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Planks / box: 18 / 3.89 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1212 × 187 mm (DLC00011: 1212 × 185 mm)

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Planks / box: 8 / 1.81 m² (DLC00011: 8 / 1.79 m²)

Patchwork  
2 strip | rough sawn surface

to glue: DB00011 
to click in: DLC00011

Skirting board 5: 30060406 (white) 

Polaris 
1 strip | Handscraped I

to glue: DB00012 
to click in: DLC00012

Skirting board 5: 30060406 (white) 

Calm Oak Cream 
1 strip | Handscraped I

to glue: DB00010 
to click in: DLC00010

Skirting board 5: 30060393 

Calm Oak Nature 
1 strip | Handscraped I

to glue: DB00009 
to click in: DLC00009

Skirting board 5: 30060392 

wineo® 600 wood

26 27wineo® 600

matching skirting board 18/58 5  

20
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



wineo® 600 wood XL

Woodstock Honey  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DB00023 
to click in: DLC00023

Skirting board 5: 30060396 

Aumera Oak Dark * 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00027 
to click in: DLC00027

Skirting board 5: 30060400 

Woodstock Cream  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DB00024 
to click in: DLC00024

Skirting board 5: 30060397 

Scandic Grey  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DB00025 
to click in: DLC00025

Skirting board 5: 30060398 

Scandic White 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DB00026 
to click in: DLC00026

Skirting board 5: 30060399 

Aumera Oak Native * 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00028 
to click in: DLC00028

Skirting board 5: 30060401 

Aumera Oak Grey * 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00029 
to click in: DLC00029

Skirting board 5: 30060402 

Victoria Oak Grey * 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00030 
to click in: DLC00030

Skirting board 5: 30060403 

Victoria Oak Native *  
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00031 
to click in: DLC00031

Skirting board 5: 30060404 

Victoria Oak White * 
1 strip | registered embossed surface

to glue: DB00032 
to click in: DLC00032

Skirting board 5: 30060405 

28 29wineo® 600

Technical characteristics | Gluing*

Plank format: 1505 × 235 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Planks / box: 12 / 4.24 m² 

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1505 × 237 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Planks / box: 6 / 2.14 m²

matching skirting board 18/58 5  

20
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



wineo® 600 stone

30

Technical characteristics | Gluing*

Tile format: 609.6 × 304.8 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Tiles / box: 18 / 3.34 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Tile format: 600 × 317 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Tiles / box: 10 / 1.90 m²

Lava Grey 
sand structure 

to glue: DB00015 
to click in: DLC00015

Polar Travertine  
sand structure 

to glue: DB00017 
to click in: DLC00017 (with real joint**)

Lava Black 
sand structure 

to glue: DB00016 
to click in: DLC00016

Silver Slate  
slate structure 

to glue: DB00018 
to click in: DLC00018 (with real joint**)

wineo® 600

Silver Slate  
wineo® 600 | DB00018  
wineo® 600 | DLC00018 

20
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



Technical characteristics | Gluing*

Tile format: 900 × 450 mm

Product thickness: 2 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Tiles / box: 12 / 4.86 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Tile format: 914 × 480 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.4 mm

Tiles / box: 6 / 2.63 m²

wineo® 600 stone XL

32

Navajo Cream  
stone structure 

to glue: DB00019 
to click in: DLC00019

Brooklyn Day  
stone structure

to glue: DB00021 
to click in: DLC00021

Navajo Grey 
stone structure

to glue: DB00020 
to click in: DLC00020

Brooklyn Night 
stone structure

to glue: DB00022 
to click in: DLC00022

wineo® 600

Brooklyn Night  
wineo® 600 | DB00022 
wineo® 600 | DLC00022

20
wineo
Quality
Certified
Guarantee

years
private



kingsize

kingsize in the qualities ambra | select | laguna | bacana

Alaska Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI2308AM (ambra) | DEI2308SE (select) 
to click in: CEI2308LA (laguna) | CEI2308BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060348

Vintage Cream 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI1716AM (ambra) | DEI1716SE (select) 
to click in: CEI1716LA (laguna) | CEI1716BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060349

Western Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI5002AM (ambra) | DEI5002SE (select) 
to click in: CEI5002LA (laguna) | CEI5002BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060353

Fashion Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI2309AM (ambra) | DEI2309SE (select) 
to click in: CEI2309LA (laguna) | CEI2309BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060352

Denim Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI2312AM (ambra) | DEI2312SE (select) 
to click in: CEI2312LA (laguna) | CEI2312BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060356

Mystic Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI5005AM (ambra) | DEI5005SE (select) 
to click in: CEI5005LA (laguna) | CEI5005BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060358

Native Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI5001AM (ambra) | DEI5001SE (select) 
to click in: CEI5001LA (laguna) | CEI5001BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060350

Country Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI5004AM (ambra) | DEI5004SE (select) 
to click in: CEI5004LA (laguna) | CEI5004BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060355

Vintage Desert 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI1715AM (ambra) | DEI1715SE (select) 
to click in: CEI1715LA (laguna) | CEI1715BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060351

Vintage Antique 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI1718AM (ambra) | DEI1718SE (select) 
to click in: CEI1718LA (laguna) | CEI1718BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060357

Royal Oak 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI5003AM (ambra) | DEI5003SE (select) 
to click in: CEI5003LA (laguna) | CEI5003BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060354

Vintage Mocca 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

to glue: DEI1714AM (ambra) | DEI1714SE (select) 
to click in: CEI1714LA (laguna) | CEI1714BA (bacana)

Skirting board 5: 30060359

3534

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Plank format: 1505 × 235 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm (ambra) | 0.55 mm (select)*

Planks / box: 10 / 3.54 m²

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1505 × 235 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.3 mm (laguna) | 0.55 mm (bacana)

Planks / box: 6 / 2.122 m²

matching skirting board 18/58 5  

0.3 mm
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Iceland | DPA2694SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Alba Oak Snow | DEI2336SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060307 

Washed Pine | DKI8007SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060342

Alba Oak Cream | DEI2332SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060305 

Country Pine | DKI6206SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060323 

Diamond | DHI8201SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Alba Oak Siena | DEI2333SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060306

Gunstock Oak | DEI3325SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Alba Oak Cottage | DEI2337SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060308

Golden Apple | DAP6051SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060302

Scandinavian Pine| DKI1113SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060320 

Exotic Peach | DPF7005SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060346 

select wood

36 37select

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Plank format: 1200 × 180 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear layer: 0.55 mm

Planks / box: 15 / 3.24 m²

select in kingsize format:
Please also note our 
12 decors in XL plank format 
(1505 × 235 mm).

Decor overview on Page 34

matching skirting board 18/58 5  
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Havanna | DHB2113SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Dark Pine | DKI6203SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060322

Cherry Select | DKB6032SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Classic Walnut | DNU3116SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060325

Dark Oak | DEI3332SE 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060316

Everglade Oak | DEI3377SE 
1 strip | exclusive wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060317

select wood

38

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Plank format: 1200 × 180 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear layer: 0.55 mm

Planks / box: 15 / 3.24 m²

select

Everglade Oak  
select | DEI3377SE
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Antarctica | DSW3230NO 
stone structure 

Heavy Metal | DBE6102NO 
high-gloss surface

Calma Titan | DCA7007NO 
sand structure 

Natural Concrete | DBE2038NO 
sand structure 

Silver Fiber | DFA1904NO 
stone structure 

Calma Ferrum | DCA7008NO 
sand structure 

Italian Travertine | DTR7018NO 
sand structure 

Silver Slate | DSC7012NO 
slate structure 

Modern Concrete | DBE3803NO 
sand structure 

Dark Slate | DSC7011NO 
slate structure 

Calma Carbon | DCA7009NO 
sand structure 

Art Concrete | DBE7014NO 
sand structure 

select stone

40 41select

Technical characteristics | Gluing

Tile format: 900 × 450 mm

Product thickness: 2.5 mm

Wear layer: 0.55 mm

Tiles / box: 10 / 4.05 m²
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White Pine | CKI3348BA 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060321

Exotic Peach | CPF7005BA 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060346

Miami Vice | CEI2991BA 
2 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060312

Indian Summer | CEI2993BA 
2 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060314

Country Pine | CKI6206BA 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060323

Honey Oak | CEI2672BA  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060310

New York Loft | CEI2992BA 
2 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060313

Classic Walnut | CNU3116BA  
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060325

Golden Apple | CAP6051BA 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060302

Alabama Tree | CEI2986BA 
3 strip | fine wood structure

Skirting board 5: 30060311

Scandinavian Pine | CKI1113BA 
1 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060320

Tokyo Night | CEI2996BA 
2 strip | rough wood structure 

Skirting board 5: 30060315

bacana wood

bacana in kingsize format:
Please also note our 
12 decors in XL plank format 
(1505 × 235 mm).

Decor overview on Page 34

Technical characteristics | Click

Plank format: 1212 × 185 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.55 mm

Planks / box: 8 / 1.793 m²

42 43bacana

matching skirting board 18/58 5  
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Antarctica | CSW3230BA  
stone structure 

Manhattan | CME6000BA 
brushed structure 

Iceland | CPA2694BA 
rough wood structure

Calma Ferrum | CCA7008BA 
stone structure

Calma Sand | CCA7010BA  
stone structure 

Navajo Rock | CNA2016BA 
stone structure 

Art Concrete | CBE7014BA 
sand structure

Havanna | CHB2113BA 
rough wood structure

Heavy Metal | CBE6102BA  
high-gloss surface

Silver Fiber | CFA1904BA 
stone structure 

bacana stars

44 45bacana

Technical characteristics | Click

Tile format: 914 × 473 mm

Product thickness: 5 mm

Wear layer: 0.55 mm

Tiles / box: 6 / 2.594 m²

25
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SKIRTING BOARDS

Clipstar
For a quick an easy installation of the wineo® skirting 

boards we recommend you use the Clipstar fastening 

system. This system enables invisible cable routing  

and can easily be removed should you want to paint  

or paper the walls. 

Decor-matching skirting boards
The decor-matching skirting boards are the ideal soluti-

on for a very harmonious wall finish. You can find out 

which designs have the decor-matching skirtings in our 

accessories catalogue or in the decor overviews in this 

brochure.

Exclusive skirting boards
To match all decors, we offer you our exclusive skirting 

boards in polar white, brushed aluminium and stainless 

steel finish.

FEATURE STRIPS

Using the wineo® feature strips, you can give a new 

look to your design floors to glue. Whether used as a 

joint on stone decors or a design element between 

wood planks – every flooring area is thus given an 

individual touch.

ALUMINIUM PROFILES

wineo® profiles are ideal for giving our floors a colourful and special looking finish to walls, adjoining thresholds or 

other structural elements. Besides the classic floor profiles made of aluminium, wineo® offers you a range of attrac-

tive wood looks for all finishes and transitions. The necessary expansion joint is also taken into account here.

Profi design transition profile

Two-part aluminium profile for covering expansion joints

Profi design end profile

Two-part aluminium profile, e.g. for wall finishes

Profi design adjustment profile

Two-part aluminium profile for transitions between 
different height floor coverings

ACCESSORIES 

To round off the attractive room effect of wineo® design 

floors, we also offer you the matching brand accesso-

ries for the collections. From skirting boards to match 

the decor, to profiles in a wood and metal finish, 

through to various underlay materials, you will find 

everything that you need.

46 Accessories 47

Cream

Silver grey 

Dark brown

Anthracite

Black

You can find comprehensive information and 

explanations about all the accessories in our 

accessories catalogue or at:

 www.wineo.de
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Aurelia Grey 
wineo® 600 | DB00005 
wineo® 600 | DLC00005

Technical characteristics

Thickness: 1,5 mm

Width: 1 m

Length: 10 m

Roll: 10 m²

Accessories

UNDERLAY MAT 
silentCOMFORT®

The perfect walking and impact sound underlay made 

of natural raw materials for your design floor to click in. 

 ■  Resilient underlay material

 ■  Made of up to 90 % natural raw materials

 ■  Bridges uneven patches in the subfloor

 ■  Increases the anti-slip effect

 ■  Optimises the impact and footfall sound levels

 ■  Increases the installation convenience

 ■  Ideally suitable for hot water underfloor heating

Reflected walking sound reduction

Punctual conformability

Ideally suitable for underfloor 
heating: R = 0,01 (m²K) / W

Impact sound reduction: up to 14 dB

Compressive strength: up to 44 t / m²
Residual indentation: < 0.10 mm
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Alaska Oak
kingsize | DEI2308AM (ambra) 
kingsize | DEI2308SE (select) 
kingsize | CEI2308LA (laguna) 
kingsize | CEI2308BA (bacana)

Product features / Symbols explanation

SPECIAL FEATURES

INSTALLATION TYPES

Gluing

Click

PU

UV

PRODUCT FEATURES

UTILIZATION CLASSES

Utilization class 23 – heavy-duty use  
in the home area

Utilization class 31 – medium use  
in the commercial sector

Utilization class 32 – normal use 
in the commercial sector

Utilization class 33 – heavy-duty use 
in the commercial sector 

Utilization class 41 – medium use  
in the light industrial sector  
(vehicular traffic excluded)

Utilization class 42 – normal use  
in the light industrial sector

 

SURFACE TREATMENTS

Stain resistance 

Suitability for chair castors

Suitable for all conventional hot water  

underfloor heating

Suitability for wet rooms

Bevelled edge

Real joint technology



Collection overview / Technical characteristics 53

The decors shown in this broschure are reproductions. windmöller flooring products WFP GmbH provides no garantuee with regard to mistakes, printing errors and technical changes.* Available from October 2015 ** excluded DBE6102NO / CBE6102BA

COLLECTION OVERVIEW

Collection ambra wood ambra wood* ambra wood 
Multi-Layer

ambra stone ambra stone* ambra stone 
Multi-Layer

wineo® 600 wood wineo® 600 wood wineo® 600 wood XL wineo® 600 wood XL wineo® 600 stone wineo® 600 stone wineo® 600 stone XL wineo® 600 stone XL kingsize 
ambra

kingsize 
select

kingsize 
laguna

kingsize 
bacana

select wood select stone bacana wood bacana stars

Installation type to glue to click in to click in to glue to click in to click in to glue to click in to glue to click in to glue to click in to glue to click in to glue to glue to click in to click in to glue to glue to click in to click in

Core board HDF-Aqua-Protect® HDF-Aqua-Protect®

 M
ea

su
re

Decor length in mm 1200 1212 1200 609.6 600 591 1200 1212 1505 1505 609.6 600 900 914 1505 1505 1505 1505 1200 900 1212 914

Decor width in mm 180 185 212 304.8 314 287 180 187 / 185 (DLC00011) 235 237 304.8 317 450 480 235 235 235 235 180 450 185 473

Product thickness in mm 2 4,5 9 2 4,5 9 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 2.5 2.5 5 5 2.5 2.5 5 5

Wear layer in mm 0.3 0,3 0.3 0.3 0,3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.55 0.3 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55

 P
ac

ka
gi

ng

Planks or tiles / box 18 10 8 18 12 9 18 8 12 6 18 10 12 6 10 10 6 6 15 10 8 6

m2 / box 3.89 2,24 2.04 3.34 2,26 1.53 3.89 1.81 / 1.79 (DLC00011) 4.24 2.14 3.34 1.90 4.86 2.63 3.54 3.54 2.122 2.122 3.24 4.05 1.793 2.594

Box / pallet 60 52 48 72 52 60 60 64 64 56 72 60 50 44 68 68 56 56 60 50 64 44

m2 / pallet 233.40 116,48 97.92 240.48 117,52 91.80 233.40
115.84 /  

114.56 (DLC00011)
271.36 119.84 240.48 114.00 243.00 115.72 240.72 240.72 118.832 118.832 194.40 202.50 114.752 114.136

 C
ha

ra
ct

er
is

tic
s

Surface sealing UV UV UV UV UV UV PU PU PU / UV PU / UV PU PU PU PU PU PU PU PU PU PU PU PU

Bevelled edge - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - ■ -

Real joint technology - - - - - - - - - - -
■  DB00017 

DB00018
- - - - - - - - - ■

U
til

iz
at

io
n 

cl
as

se
s 

EN
 IS

O
 10

87
4

Utilization class for private application 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Utilization class for commercial application 31 31 31 31 31 31 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 33 31 33 33 33 33 33

Utilization class for light industrial sector - - - - - - 41 - 41 - 41 - 41 - - 42 - - 42 42 - - 

 T
ec

hn
ic

al
 in

fo
rm

at
io

n

Residual indentation in  mm | EN ISO 24343-1 ~ 0.02 ~ 0,02 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.02 ~ 0,02 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.02 ~ 0.07 ~ 0.07

Dimension stability | EN ISO 23999 ~ 0.15 % ~ 0,1% - ~ 0.15 % ~ 0,1% - ~ 0.15% ~ 0.1% ~ 0.15% ~ 0.1% ~ 0.15 % ~ 0.1% ~ 0.15% ~ 0.1% ~ 0.15 % ~ 0.15 % ~ 0.1 % ~ 0.1 % ~ 0.15 % ~ 0.15 % ~ 0.1 % ~ 0.1 %

Anti slip category | DIN 51130 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9** R9 R9 R9 R9 R9 R9**

Slip resistance | EN 13893 Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS Class DS

Fire behaviour | EN 13501-1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Bfl - s1 Cfl - s1 Cfl - s1

in combination with silentCOMFORT - Bfl - s1 - - Bfl - s1 - - Bfl - s1 - Bfl - s1 - Bfl - s1 - Bfl - s1 - - Bfl - s1 Bfl - s1 - - Bfl - s1 Bfl - s1

Lightfast | EN ISO 105-B02 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6 ≥ 6

Underfloor heating Suitable for all conventional hot water underfloor heating and electrical systems regulated up to a surface temperature of 27 °C.

Heat transmission resistance in (m² K) / W | EN 12667 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,0033 ~ 0,06 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,0033 ~ 0,06 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,01 ~ 0,033 ~ 0,033

in combination with silentCOMFORT - ~ 0,0254 - - ~ 0,0254 - - ~ 0,0254 - ~ 0,0254 - ~ 0,254 - ~ 0,0254 - - ~ 0,0254 ~ 0,0254 - - ~ 0,0254 ~ 0,0254

Castor wheel traffic | EN 425 Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W Type W

Footfall sound absorption | EN ISO 16251-1 ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB max. 14 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB max. 14 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 4 dB ~ 7 dB ~ 7 dB

in combination with silentCOMFORT - max. 14 dB - - max. 14 dB - - max. 14 dB - max. 14 dB - - - max. 14 dB - - max. 14 dB max. 14 dB - - max. 14 dB max. 14 dB

Immunity to stains / 

Chemical resistancet | EN ISO 26987
good resistance with regards to concentration and exposure time

Wear behaviour | EN 660-2 Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T Class T

Antistatic properties | EN 1815 ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV ≤ 2 kV

Gu
ar

an
te

e

Guarantee for private application 
according to Windmöller warranty conditions

15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 15 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 15 years 25 years 15 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years 25 years

Page Page 18 Page 18 Page 18 Page 22 Page 22 Page 22 Page 24 Page 24 Page 28 Page 28 Page 30 Page 30 Page 32 Page 32 Page 34 Page 34 Page 34 Page 34 Page 36 Page 40 Page 42 Page 44Scandic White
wineo® 600 | DB00026 
wineo® 600 | DLC00026


